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Empty Site Forms of the SRP54 and SRa GTPases
Mediate Targeting of Ribosome±Nascent Chain
Complexes to the Endoplasmic Reticulum
Peter J. Rapiejko and Reid Gilmore (Bernstein et al., 1989; RoÈ misch et al., 1989). Whereas
the interaction between SRa and SRP is responsibleDepartment of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
for ribosome targeting to the RER, the only describedUniversity of Massachusetts Medical School
function for SRb is to anchor SRa to the membraneWorcester, Massachusetts 01655-0103
(Miller et al., 1995; Young et al., 1995). Point mutations
in SRa (Rapiejko and Gilmore, 1992) or SRP54 (Bacher
et al., 1996) that reduce or eliminate GTP binding inhibitSummary
protein translocation in vitro by preventing transfer of
the nascent polypeptide from SRP54 toSec61a. PurifiedThe SRP54 and SRa subunits of the signal recognition
SRP and SR have barely detectable GTP binding andparticle (SRP) and the SRP receptor (SR) undergo a
hydrolysis activities when assayed separately (Connollytightly coupled GTPase cycle that mediates the signal
and Gilmore, 1993). Greatly enhanced hydrolysis by thesequence±dependent attachment of ribosomes to the
SRP±SR complex suggested that the GTPase cycle ofSec61 complex. Here, we show that SRP54 and SRa
these proteins was regulated by intrinsic GNRP (guanineare in the empty site conformation prior to contact
nucleotide release protein) or GAP (GTPase-activatingbetween the SRP±ribosome complex and the mem-
protein) activities (Connolly and Gilmore, 1993). Indeed,
brane-bound SR. Cooperative bindingof GTP to SRP54
SR was shown to increase the GTP-binding affinity of
and SRa stabilizes the SRP±SR complex and initiates SRP54 (Miller et al., 1993). Both GTP-binding sites in
signal sequence transfer from SRP54 to Sec61a. The the ffh±ftsY complex hydrolyze GTP in an obligatorily
GTP-bound conformations of SRa and SRP54 perform coupled reaction that is regulated by reciprocal GAP
distinct roles, with SRa performing a predominant role activities (Powers and Walter, 1995). Formation of the
in complex stabilization. Hydrolysis by bothSRP54 and SRP±SR complex is not accompanied by enhanced GTP
SRa is a prerequisite for dissociation of the SRP±SR or GDP photolabeling of SRb (Miller et al., 1993), indicat-
complex. ing that the GTPase cycle of SRb is not directly coupled
to the SRP54±SRa GTPase cycle.
Recently, three models have been proposed for theIntroduction
GTPase cycle of the SRP±SR complex that differ with
respect to (a) the identity of the accessory factors thatTargeting of ribosomes to the rough endoplasmic reticu-
regulate GTP binding to SRP54 and SRa, (b) the roleslum (RER) is mediated by the interaction between the
ascribed to the GTP-bound forms of SRP54 and SRa,signal recognition particle (SRP) and the SRP receptor
and (c) the consequences of GTP hydrolysis by SRP54(SR) (as reviewed by Walter and Johnson, 1994). The
and SRa (Miller et al., 1993; Althoff et al., 1994; Bachercotranslational recognition of hydrophobic RER signal
et al., 1996). The most crucial difference among thesesequences by the C-terminal methionine-rich M domain
models concerns the events in the protein translocationof the 54 kDa subunit of the SRP (SRP54) is primarily
reaction that are dependent uponGTP binding to SRP54responsible for the selective targeting of ribosome±
and SRa. The first model proposes that contact betweennascent chain (RNC) complexes to the RER membrane
the SRP±RNC and the SRP receptor induces GTP bind-(Krieg et al., 1986; Kurzchalia et al., 1986; Zopf et al.,
ing to a stable empty site form of SRP54 (Miller et al.,1990). Contact between the SRP±RNC complex and the
1993). In this model, GTP binding to SRP54 stabilizes theSRP receptor leads to dissociation of SRP54 from the
SRP±SR complex and initiates signal sequence transfersignal sequence (Gilmore and Blobel, 1983) followed by
from SRP54 to Sec61a. Consistent with this hypothesis,nascent chain insertion into the translocation channel
targeting of an RNC complex to the membrane at physio-(High et al.,1991; Kellaris et al., 1991). Subsequent trans-
logical ionic strength is dependent upon both SRP and
port of the nascent polypeptide across the membrane
SR but not GTP (Connolly and Gilmore, 1989; Rapiejko
occurs through a protein conducting channel (Simon
and Gilmore, 1994). A subsequent model proposes that
and Blobel, 1991; Crowley et al., 1993) that is composed SRP54 is in the GTP-bound conformation prior to signal
of oligomeric rings of the heterotrimeric Sec61 complex sequence recognition (Althoff et al., 1994). According
(GoÈ rlich et al., 1992; GoÈ rlich and Rapoport, 1993; Hanein to this model, signal sequence transfer from SRP54 to
et al., 1996). Sec61a occurs when SRP54 hydrolyzes GTP, while dis-
The targeting and insertion phases of the transloca- sociation of SRP from the SR occurs when SRa binds
tion reaction are intimately coupled to a GTPase cycle. GTP. Based upon the observation that the GTP-binding
The SR-dependent dissociation of SRP from the signal affinity of SRP54 is enhanced 10-fold upon formation of
sequence requires GTP binding (Connolly and Gilmore, the SRP±RNC complex, a third model postulates that
1989), whereas the subsequent dissociation of SRP from the ribosome is a GNRP for SRP54 and that Sec61 acts
the SR requires GTP hydrolysis (Connolly et al., 1991). as a GNRP for SRa (Bacher et al., 1996). This model
SRP54 and both subunits of the SRP receptor (SRa and proposes that the GTP-bound forms of SRP54 and SRa
SRb) are members of the GTPase superfamily (Bernstein are directly responsible for targeting of the SRP±RNC
et al., 1989; Connolly and Gilmore, 1989; RoÈ misch et al., complex to the membrane.
1989; Miller et al., 1995). SRP54 and SRa together with Here, we employ an SRa subunit that binds xantho-
their respective eubacterial and archaebacterial homo- sine triphosphate (XTP) in preference to GTP to experi-
mentally resolve the nucleotide binding and hydrolysislogs, ffh and ftsY, constitute the SRP family of GTPases
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activities of SRP54 and SRa in a protein translocation terminus of op156 (Figure 1A). The membrane associ-
ated nonglycosylated op156 that is present in all lanesreaction. Translocation of nascent polypeptides was
of Figure 1A is protease sensitive (not shown), hence itfound tobe dependent upon bothGTP and XTP, demon-
is not integrated with the correct topology (Rapiejkostrating that both the SRP54 and SRa GTPases bind
and Gilmore, 1992). Integration of op156 into SRawtand hydrolyze ribonucleotide during each translocation
microsomes was dependent upon GTP and was stimu-cycle. We observed that the GTP-binding affinity of both
lated 10- to 20-fold by reconstitution with wild-typeSRP54 and SRa is enhanced 5- to 10-fold in a transloca-
SRa. The negligible GTP-dependent translocation acrosstion reaction relative to that observed for the purified
the 2SRa microsomes can be attributed to residual intactproteins. Our results using ribonucleotide competition
SRa in the trypsinized membrane fraction (Rapiejko andexperiments demonstrate that the GTP-binding sites in
Gilmore, 1992). Efficient integration of op156 intoSRP54 and SRa are in a stable, empty site conformation
SRaD591N membranes was dependent upon XTP andprior to the initial binding of the SRP±RNC to the SR.
GTP (Figure 1A), indicating that at least two of the threeThe interaction between the SRP±RNC complex and SR
GTPases (SRa and either SRP54 or SRb) bind GTP dur-results in the cooperative binding of GTP to SRP54 and
ing a translocation reaction. Integration of op156 intoSRa. Our results suggest a new model for the GTPase
SRawt microsomes was GTP-specific and did not occurcycle of SRP54 and SRa and indicate that these
when low (25 mM, Figure 1A) or high (500 mM, not shown)GTPases function in a manner that is distinct from the
concentrations of XTP were tested.more conventional GTPases.
The apparent Kd for two of the three GTPases can
now be determined in the context of a translocation
reaction due to the altered nucleotide specificity ofResults
SRaD591N (Figures 1B and 1C). An apparent Kd of 1.6
mM for XTP binding to SRaD591N was determined byThe SRa and SRP54 GTPases Are Required
varying the concentration of XTP in the presence of 1for Protein Translocation
mM GTP (Figure 1B, closed square). When sufficient XTPThe nucleotide specificity of GTPases (GTP.XTP) can
is included to saturate SRaD591N, op156 integration isbe altered by substitution of an asparagine for the aspar-
GTP-dependent with an apparent Kd of 0.4 mM for GTPtate in the G-IV motif (N/TKXD) of the GTP-binding
(Figure 1B, closed circle), hence a second translocationpocket (Hwang and Miller, 1987). We reasoned that an
GTPase with a 4-fold higher affinity for GTP is revealed.XTP-specific mutant of SRa (SRaD591N) could be used
The latter GTPase is most likely SRP54 and not SRb,to analyze the roles of the GTPase sites in SRa and
based upon the relative binding affinities of purifiedSRP54 in the protein translocation reaction, given that
SRP54 and SR for GTP (Miller et al., 1993, 1995). Thethe D449N mutant of ftsY hydrolyzes XTP when com-
bacterial homolog of SRP54, ffh, has a similar affinity forbined with ffh (Powers and Walter, 1995).
GTP (Powers and Walter, 1995). The GTP dependence ofOur first objective was to determine whether the translo-
op156 integration into SRawt microsomes was deter-cation of proteins across microsomes bearing SRaD591N
mined (Figure 1C, closed triangle); the apparent Kd ofis dependent upon both GTP and XTP. Mild trypsiniza-
2 mM for GTP can therefore be ascribed to SRa, thetion of rough microsomes severs SRa between the
translocation GTPase with the lowest binding affinity forC-terminal GTP-binding domain and the N-terminal SRb
GTP. A comparison of these results with the apparentmembrane association domain (Young et al., 1995),
Kd values for GTP binding to SRP54 (2 mM) and SRa (10thereby inactivating the membranes. The translocation
mM) that were determined by photoaffinity labeling ofactivity of SRa-deficient microsomes can be restored
purified SRP and SR (Miller et al., 1993, 1995) reveals
by incorporation of in vitro synthesized SRa into the
that SRP54 and SRa bind GTP with substantially higher
trypsinized membranes (Andrews et al., 1989). SRawt,
affinity in the context of a translocation reaction.
SRaD591N, or 2SRa microsomes designate reconstitu-
When tested separately, neither 1 mM GTP nor 25 mM
ted microsomes that were prepared by translation of XTP supports efficient integration of op156 into
wild type, D591N, or no SRa mRNA. Protein transloca- SRaD591N microsomes (Figure 1A). However, when
tion across SRawt or SRaD591N microsomes was as- higher concentrations of GTP are added, op156 is inte-
sayed using SRP±RNC complexes assembled by grated into SRaD591N microsomes (Figure 1C, closed
translating an mRNA transcript that is truncated within circle), indicating that the SRaD591N retains an affinity
codon 156 of bovine opsin (op156) in a reticulocyte ly- for GTP (apparent Kd 5 4.8 mM). Thus, the D591N substi-
sate system. Since the mRNA transcript lacks a termina- tution enhanced the affinity of SRa for XTP, while it
tion codon, stable SRP±monosome±op156 complexes reduced the affinity for GTP by 2.4-fold. High concentra-
are produced. After free ribonucleotides were separated tions of XTP do not support efficient integration into
from the SRP±RNC complexes and the reconstituted SRaD591N microsomes relative to control assays that
microsomes by gel filtration chromatography, the micro- contain both 1 mM GTP and 25 mM XTP (Figure 1C,
somes and the SRP±RNC complexes were combined in closed square). The apparent GTP-independent integra-
the presence of cycloheximide, GTP and/or XTP, and tion of op156 into SRaD591N microsomes required the
a nucleotide triphosphate (NTP) regenerating system. NTP regenerating system even when theXTP concentra-
Integration of op156 into microsomes was detected by tion was high (not shown), suggesting that one of our
the transfer of oligosaccharides onto one or both of assay components contains trace amounts (,50 nM) of
the two consensus sites for N-linked glycosylation that GDP or GTP.
As noted above, free GTP was removed from the SRP±correspond to residues 2 and 15 of the translocated N
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Figure 1. XTP-Specific Mutant of SRa
SRawt andSRaD591N microsomes were pre-
pared by in vitro translation of mRNA tran-
scripts in the presence of SRa-deficient mi-
crosomes. NTP-depleted SRP±RNC were
prepared by translation of op156 mRNA in
the presence of 35S-methionine (see Experi-
mental Procedures).
(A) SRawt, SRaD591N, or 2SRa microsomes
were assayed for integration of op156 in the
presence of an NTP regenerating system and
25 mM XTP and/or 1 mM GTP. Membrane pel-
let fractions obtained after sodium carbonate
fractionation were resolved by SDS±PAGE.
Glycosylated op156 (g-op156, upper two
arrows) generated upon membrane integra-
tion of op156 (lower arrow) was quantified
and is expressed in arbitrary units.
(B) SRaD591N microsomes were assayed
for op156 integration as in (A). Individual
assays contained 1 mM GTP and increasing
amounts of XTP (closed square) or 25 mM
XTP and increasing amounts of GTP (closed
circle).
(C) SRawt (closed triangle) or SRaD591N
(closed square and closed circle) microsomes
were assayed for op156 integration as in (A). Individual assays contained increasing amounts of XTP (closed square) or increasing amounts
of GTP (closed triangle and closed circle). Double reciprocal plots of the data shown in (B) and (C) were used to calculate apparent Kd.
RNC complexes and the reconstituted microsomes by during the targeting and insertion phase of a transloca-
tion reaction. Ribonucleotide-depleted microsomesgel filtration chromatography. Thus, all three GTPases
(SRa, SRb, and SRP54) were exposed to GTP during bearing 35S-methionine-labeled SRaD591N were incu-
bated with purified SRP and hydrolyzable or nonhydro-the in vitro translation phase of the experiment, yet at
least two of these GTPases (SRa and SRP54) lack stably lyzable ribonucleotides. SRP±SR complexes that form
in a hypotonic solution (50 mM KOAc) were resolvedbound GTP. Furthermore, XTP added to SRaD591N mi-
crosomes prior to gel filtration chromatography could from free SR by sucrose density gradient centrifugation
in a hypertonic solution (200 mM KOAc) after the micro-not satisfy the XTP requirement for translocation of
op156 (not shown). somes were solubilized with detergent. The majority of
the radiolabeled SRaD591N sedimented slowly (frac-
tions 1±6) when SRP was incubated with SRaD591N
Stabilization of the SRP±SR Complex
microsomes in the presence of GTP plus XTP (Figure 3A)
by Gpp(NH)p and Xpp(NH)p
or GDP plus XDP (not shown). In contrast, the SRP±SR
GTP hydrolysis±dependent dissociation of SRP from the
complexes (fractions 7±12) do not dissociate duringcen-
receptor permits reutilization of SRP and SR in subse-
trifugation when Gpp(NH)p plus Xpp(NH)p are added
quent targeting cycles (Connolly et al., 1991). Because
the SRP±RNC complexes are present in excess relative
to the SRa content of SRawt microsomes, integration
of op156 is reduced roughly 4-fold when GTP is replaced
with the nonhydrolyzable analog guanylyl-59-imidodi-
phosphate (Gpp(NH)p) (Figure 2A). Analogous results
were obtained with the SRaD591N microsomes (Figure
2B) when GTP plus XTP were replaced with Gpp(NH)p
plus the nonhydrolyzable XTP analog, xanthylyl-59 imi-
dodiphosphate (Xpp(NH)p). Deletion of Gpp(NH)p or
Xpp(NH)p eliminated ribonucleotide-dependent integra-
tion of op156 into SRaD591N membranes (Figure
2B). We conclude that Xpp(NH)p can be utilized to
selectively block nucleotide hydrolysis by xanthine-spe-
Figure 2. Single Turnover Assays for SRaD591N Microsomescific GTPase mutants.
Integration of op156 into 2SRa, SRawt, or SRaD591N microsomesUsing a well characterized complex formation assay
was assayed as in Figure 1.(Rapiejko and Gilmore, 1992), we assayed the relative
(A) Individual assays contained 1 mM GTP or 100 mM Gpp(NH)p.contribution of the GTP-bound forms of SRa and SRP54
(B) Individual assays contained 10 mM GTP, 25 mM XTP, 10 mM
to the stabilizationof the SRP±SR complex. The complex Gpp(NH)p, or 25 mM Xpp(NH)p. The NTP regenerating system was
formation assay obviates the need for an RNC, yet pro- deleted from the assays to minimize contamination with trace
amounts of GTP.motes the formation of SRP±SR complexes that arise
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SRP54 and SRaD591N bind Gpp(NH)p. This explanation
is supported by the observation that the yield of the
SRP±SR complex was substantially reduced when XTP
was added to block Gpp(NH)p binding to the SRaD591N
(Figure 3D). Since this combination of ribonucleotides
does not yield stable SRaD591N±SRP complexes as
detected with this assay, we can infer that the XTP was
hydrolyzed by SRaD591N. We conclude that the GTP-
bound forms of SRP54 and SRa both contribute signifi-
cantly to the stability of the SRP±SR complex. However,
GTP binding toSRa may initiate the formation of a stable
complex, given that complexes of intermediate stability
were recovered when SRaD591Nwas locked in the XTP-
bound conformation with Xpp(NH)p. A crucial role for
the SRb GTPase in stabilizing the SRP±SR complex is
considered unlikely, as the ffh±ftsY complex lacks a
homolog for SRb, yet is stabilized by Gpp(NH)p (Miller
et al., 1994).
Dissociation of the SRP±SR Complex Requires
GTP Hydrolysis by SRa and SRP54
The preceding experiment suggests that dissociation of
Figure 3. Complex Formation between SRP and SRaD591N
theSRP±SR complex will bedelayed if the GTPasesite in
SRa-deficient microsomes bearing 35S-methionine-labeled SRaD591N
SRa is unable to hydrolyze GTP. We next asked whether(A±D) or SRawt (E) were prepared by in vitro translation. SRP±SR
multiple targeting cycles are prevented when nucleotidecomplexes were formed under low ionic strength conditions in the
hydrolysis by SRa or SRP54 is selectively blocked. Inte-presence of GTP, XTP, Gpp(NH)p, and/or Xpp(NH)p. Detergent-solu-
bilized SRP±SR complexes were resolved from free SR by sucrose gration of op156 into SRaD591N microsomes was re-
density gradient centrifugation. The distribution of SRa (% SRa per duced by 2.5-fold in assays containing GTP plus
fraction) is shown for complex formation assays that contained (A) Xpp(NH)p or in those containing XTP plus Gpp(NH)p
25 mM XTP plus 10 mM GTP, (B) 25 mM Xpp(NH)p plus 10 mM
relative to assays that contained GTP plus XTP (FiguresGpp(NH)p, or (C) 1 mM Xpp(NH)p. Free SR sediments in a peak
4A and 4B). However, control assays show that 23% ofcentered in fraction 3; the SRP±SR complex is designated by the
the op156 integrated into SRaD591N microsomes in thearrows in (B) and (C). The percentage of SRaD591N in complex with
the SRP (fractions 8±12) was calculated (D) from gradient profiles presence of GTP plus Xpp(NH)pcan be ascribed to GTP-
including those shown in (A)±(C). Individual assays contained combi- dependent integration mediated by residual endoge-
nations of 10 mM GTP, 25 mM XTP, 10 mM Gpp(NH)p, or 25 mM nous SRa (Figure 4A). Our current experiments do not
Xpp(NH)p. The percentage of wild-type SRa in complex with SRP
address the question of whether Gpp(NH)p binding towas calculated (E) as described in (C) for assays that contained 100
SRb also interferes with multiple targeting and insertionmM GTP, 100 mM Gpp(NH)p, or 1 mM Xpp(NH)p.
cycles. The time dependence for integration of op156
into SRaD591N microsomes was determined in assays
containing Gpp(NH)p plus XTP (Figure 4C, closed trian-to SRP and SRaD591N microsomes (Figure 3B). The
gle), Gpp(NH)p plus Xpp(NH)p (closed square), or GTPdistribution of SRaD591N between the free and bound
plus XTP (closed circle). A comparison of the membraneforms (% SR±SRP complex) was calculated as de-
content of SRaD591N and the yield of membrane-inte-scribed in the Experimental Procedures (Figure 3D).
grated op156 showed that a maximum of 0.5±0.6 op156These results are similar to that observed for SRawt
chains were integrated per reconstituted SR for assays(Rapiejko and Gilmore, 1992) except that the recovery
containing a nonhydrolyzable ribonucleotide. Hence, aof SRawt in the SRP±SR complex is greater (Figure 3E).
maximum of one RNC can be targeted to the membraneThe remarkable stability of the SRP±SR complex indi-
for each SR when nucleotide hydrolysis by SRP54 orcates that the t1/2 for dissociation of Gpp(NH)p from
SRa is blocked. Therefore, the rapid and efficient disso-SRP54 and SRa exceeds the six hour centrifugation
ciation of the SRP±SR complex at physiological ionicperiod used to resolve free SR from the SRP±SR com-
strength requires GTP hydrolysis by both SRP54 andplex. SRaD591N±SRP complexes formed in the pres-
SRa. The binding affinity of SRP54 for Gpp(NH)p (Kd 5ence of Xpp(NH)p sediment as a broad peak (Figure 3C).
1 mM) was determined from the concentration depen-The reduced yield and broader peak shape suggest that
dence of op156 integration when sufficient XTP (25 mM)the SRP±SR complexes formed with Xpp(NH)p alone
was present to saturate SRaD591N (Figure 4D). Thedissociate slowly during centrifugation. The inclusion of
binding affinity of SRaD591N for Xpp(NH)p (apparentGTP along with Xpp(NH)p did not enhance or reduce
Kd 5 4 mM) was determined from the concentration de-the recovery of SRaD591N±SRP complexes (Figure 3D).
pendence of op156 integration when sufficient GTP (1Similar results were obtained when complexes were
mM) was present to saturate SRP54, but not SRaD591Nformed in the presence of Gpp(NH)p alone (Figure 3D).
(Figure 4E). Thus, the calculated binding affinity ofHowever, since SRaD591N retains a considerable affin-
SRaD591N for Xpp(NH)p is not likely to be perturbed byity for guanine nucleotides (Figure 1C), complex forma-
tion between SRP and SRaD591N could occur if both the residual binding affinity of SRaD591N for GTP.
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Figure 4. Gpp(NH)p or Xpp(NH)p Blocks
SRP±SR Complex Dissociation
SRaD591N membranes were assayed for
op156 integration as in Figure 1.
(A and B) Individual samples contained 1 mM
GTP, 10 mM Gpp(NH)p, and 25 mM Xpp(NH)p.
In (A), those samples containing GTP and/or
25 mM XTP contained an NTP regenerating
system. In (B), the XTP concentration was 10
mM and, except for the assay containing GTP
and XTP, the NTP regenerating system was
replaced with 30 mM App(NH)p to block non-
specific NTP hydrolysis.
(C) Integration of op156 into SRaD591N mi-
crosomes was determined at time points
ranging between 1 and 100 min in assays
that contained 25 mM each of GTP and XTP
(closed circle), Gpp(NH)p and XTP (closed tri-
angle), or Gpp(NH)p and Xpp(NH)p (closed
square). The SRaD591N content of the micro-
somes was determined in parallel to calculate
the ratio of translocated op156 relative to
SRaD591N.
(D) SRaD591N membranes were assayed
for op156 integration in the presence of
App(NH)p in assays containing 25 mM XTP
andthe indicated concentration of Gpp(NH)p.
(E) SRaD591N microsomes were assayed for
op156 integration in the presence of 1 mM
GTP and the indicated concentration of
Xpp(NH)p. In (A), (B), (D), and (E), 100 units
of op156 integration was defined in control
assays containing 1 mM GTP plus 25 mM XTP
and an NTP regenerating system.
Ribonucleotide Binding to SRP54 and SRa containing nonexchangeable Gpp(NH)p. Thus, neither
SRP54 nor SRa bind Gpp(NH)p during the stage 1 incu-The demonstration that both SRP54 and SRa hydrolyze
GTP prior to dissociation of the SRP±SR complex al- bation in a form that is not rapidly and quantitatively
exchanged with GTP, indicating that the crucial GTP-lowed us to devise experiments to test the hypothesis
that SRP54 in the SRP±RNC complex is in the GTP- binding event does not occur until SRP contacts SR.
Our interpretation of the preceding experiment isbound conformation prior to interaction with the mem-
brane-bound SRP receptor. For the experiments shown based upon the contention that protein-bound GTP dis-
sociates fromthe SRP±RNC complex duringchromatog-in Figure 5, we used salt-washed microsomes (K-RM)
bearing endogenous SR but lacking SRP. NTP-depleted raphy to remove free GTP. To address this potential
caveat, RNC complexes were assembled by translatingSRP±RNC complexes and K-RM were subjected to a
3-stage incubation protocol (Figure 5A). During stage 1 an mRNA encoding the first 64 residues of the VSV G
protein (pG64) in the absence of SRP. To accomplishof the experiment, the SRP±RNC complexes and K-RM
were incubated with Gpp(NH)p in separate tubes using a this, the pG64 mRNA was translated in the wheat germ
system that, unlike the reticulocyte lysate system, lacksribonucleotide concentration that substantially exceeds
the Kd of SRP54 and SRa for Gpp(NH)p. The SRP±RNC endogenous SRP. After free ribonucleotides were sepa-
rated from the RNC complexes, we added purified SRP,complexes were then combined with the K-RM for a
stage 2 incubation of variable duration (0±30 min) prior to which lacks bound GTP or GDP (Rapiejko and Gilmore,
1994). The SRP was allowed to bind to the RNC com-the addition of excess GTP. The op156±SRP±ribosome
complexes were present in excess relative to SR in the plexes prior to the stage 1 incubation with Gpp(NH)p.
Thus, Gpp(NH)p was the only nucleotide that the SRPexperiment shown in Figure 5B, hence the yieldof glyco-
sylated op156 is determined by whether each SR can was exposed to during the stage 1 incubation. We as-
sayed dissociation of SRP from the signal sequencemediate a single Gpp(NH)p-activated targeting/insertion
cycle or can instead mediate multiple GTP-activated and insertion of pG64 into the translocation channel by
disuccinimidylsuberate (DSS)±mediated cross-linking oftargeting/insertion cycles (Figure 5B, closed bars).
When the stage 2 incubation was for 0 min, the yield of pG64 to SRP54 or Sec61a (Figure 5C). The cross-linked
product ratio (Sec61a±pG64:SRP54±pG64) is diagnosticintegrated op156 was identical to the GTP control. If
either SRP54 or SRa had retained preloaded Gpp(NH)p, of the ribonucleotide (Gpp(NH)p or GTP) that is bound
to SRP54 and SRa when the SRP±RNC complex con-multiple targeting/insertion cycles would have been
blocked. In contrast, stage 2 incubations of 1±2 min led tacts the SR (Figure 5C, closed bars). When the stage
2 incubation was for 0 min, the cross-linked productto substantial inhibition of op156 integration, dem-
onstrating the rapid assembly of SRP±SR complexes ratio was within 10% of the control assay containing
Cell
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Figure 5. Ribonucleotide Binding to SRP54 and SRa
(A) Experimental design for (B) and (C). SRP±RNC and K-RM were incubated with 25 mM Gpp(NH)p for 10 min at 258C (stage 1). Stage 2
began when the SRP±RNC and the K-RM were combined ([B], t2 5 0±30 min; [C], t2 5 0±15 min). Stage 3 was initiated by the addition of a
10-fold excess of GTP relative to Gpp(NH)p ([B], t3 5 30 min-t2; [C], t3 5 15 min-t2). Control assays (closed bars) were incubated for 30 min
(B) or 15 min (C) with 250 mM GTP, 25 mM Gpp(NH)p, or 25 mM Gpp(NH)p plus 250 mM GTP. Insets in (B), (C), (E), and (F) display phosphorimages
used for quantitation after SDS±PAGE.
(B) Each assay contained 0.4 eq of K-RM and 8 ml of NTP-depleted op156 SRP±RNC complexes. Glycosylated op156 is plotted versus time
of stage 2 incubation.
(C) NTP-depleted pG64 RNC complexes were incubated with SRP for 5 min prior to stage 1. Each assay contained 1 eq of K-RM and 5 ml of
NTP-depleted pG64 SRP±RNC complexes. After stage 3, pG64 was cross-linked to SRP54 or Sec61a with DSS prior to SDS±PAGE, and the
cross-linked product ratio (SRP54±pG64:Sec61a±pG64) was determined.
(D) Experimental design for (E) and (F). SRP±RNC and K-RM were incubated with 10 mM Gpp(NH)p for 10 min at 258C (stage 1). Stage 2 (t2 5
0±15 min) began when the SRP±RNC complexes were mixed with the K-RM. Stage 3 (t3 5 15 min-t2) was initiated by the addition of a
5-fold excess of GDP relative to Gpp(NH)p. Controls (closed bars) were incubated for 15 min with 250 mM GTP, 10 mM Gpp(NH)p, or 10 mM
Gpp(NH)p plus 50 mM GDP.
(E) Assays contained 3 eq of K-RM and 12 ml of NTP-depleted pPL86 SRP±RNC complexes. Protease-resistant pPL86 was quantified and is
expressed versus duration of stage 3.
(F) NTP-depleted pG64 SRP±RNC complexes were prepared as in (C). After stage 3 incubations containing 4 eq K-RM, pG64 was cross-
linked and the data analyzed as in (C).
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excess GTP relative to Gpp(NH)p, indicating that multi- cycle that hasbeen elucidated for other GTPases (Figure
6B). An analysis of the completely sequenced genomesple targeting and insertion cycles had occurred. As the
stage 2 incubation progressed, the SRP±SR complexes predicts that all unicellular or multicellular organisms
express both SRP54 and SRa, or their prokaryotic ho-became refractory to rescue by GTP. Thus, the post-
translational addition of SRP to the RNC complex did mologs ffh and ftsY, suggesting that the GTPase cycle
of SRP54 and SRa is highly conserved. This conjecturenot lock SRP in the Gpp(NH)p-bound conformation.
If SRP54 is in the GTP-bound conformation in the is supported by the demonstration that the GTPase cy-
cle of the ffh±ftsY complex is dependent upon nucleo-SRP±RNC complex as recently proposed (Bacher et al.,
1996), then the preceding results indicate that SRP54 tide binding to both GTPases, and is regulated by re-
ciprocal GAP activities rather than extrinsic GNRPscan readily exchange GTP for the GTP analog. We next
asked whether SRP54 and SRa can exchange GDP for (Powers and Walter, 1995). Recent studies indicate that
the homologous prokaryotic GTPases are required forpreloaded Gpp(NH)p. Stage 3 in the incubation protocol
(Figure 5D) was initiated by the addition of excess GDP the insertion of a subset of inner membrane proteins
(Ulbrandt et al., 1997), hence ffh and ftsY perform anrelative to Gpp(NH)p, and the quantity of K-RM relative
to the SRP±RNC complexes was increased. For Figure analogous function to SRP and the SR. One important
difference between the SRP±SR complex and the ffh±5D, a truncated mRNA encoding the first 86 residues of
preprolactin (pPL86) was translated in a wheat germ ftsY complex is that homologs of the SRb GTPase have
only been identified in eukaryotic organisms. Althoughsystem in the presence of SRP. Insertion of pPl86 into
the translocation channel was monitored by resistance SRb may bind and hydrolyze GTP during the protein
translocation reaction, the inclusion of a GTPase cycleto digestion by proteinase K (Connolly and Gilmore,
1986). When Gpp(NH)p and GDP are added simultane- for SRb in our model would be premature.
ously, the nascent polypeptide is not inserted into the
Sec61 complex and thus remains protease sensitive
Ribosome Targeting to the SRP Receptor Precedes(Figure 5E, closed bars), hence the yield of protease-
Stable GTP Binding by SRa and SRP54resistant pPL86 indicates whether SRP54 and SRa re-
Previously, we proposed that the initial step in the signaltain Gpp(NH)p when challenged with GDP. Membrane
sequence±specific targeting of a ribosome to the RERinsertion of pPL86 was eliminated when the stage 2
involves a GTP-independent interaction between SRPincubation was for 0 min, indicating that the Gpp(NH)p
and the SRP receptor (Connolly and Gilmore, 1986; Ra-added during stage 1 readily exchanges with GDP prior
piejko and Gilmore, 1994). However, Bacher and col-to formation of an SRP±SR complex. Membrane inser-
leagues (1996) have proposed that an initial GTP-inde-tion of pPL86 increased as the stage 2 incubation pro-
pendent interaction between the SRP±RNC and the SRgressed. These results were confirmed and extended
is not a functional intermediate in the attachment ofutilizing ribosome±pG64complexes that were incubated
ribosomes to the Sec61 complex, because the proposedwith purified SRP immediately prior to stage 1 (Figure
targeting intermediate is sensitive to 0.5 M KOAc (Con-5F). The addition of GDP after a 0 min stage 2 incubation
nolly and Gilmore, 1986) and is therefore of low affinity.quantitatively blocks translocation at a stage that pre-
We now consider the targeting phase of the transloca-cedes signal sequence transfer from SRP54 to Sec61a.
tion reaction in thecontext of the GTPasecycle of SRP54The cross-linked product ratio increased rapidly during
and SRa and propose a novel model for GTP-dependentthe stage 2 incubation, indicating that the translocation
protein translocation (Figure 6A).GTPases became insensitive to GDP inhibition as pG64
GTPases cycle between three conformations (Bournewas transferred from SRP54 to Sec61a. An examination
et al., 1990): a GTP-bound active form (Figure 6B, [a]),of the data in Figures 5C and 5F reveals that the rate at
a GDP-bound inactive form (Figure 6B, [c]), and anwhich the SRP±SR complexes form and, as a conse-
empty site form that permits exchange of bound GDPquence, become refractory to rescue by GTP or insensi-
for GTP (Figure 6B, [d]). For most GTPases (Bourne ettive to inhibition by GDP during the stage 2 incubation,
al., 1990), GTP hydrolysis is mediated by a GAP (Figurefollows apparent first order kinetics with a t1/2 of 2±2.5
6B, [b]), and ribonucleotide exchange is catalyzed by amin. Thus, SRP54 and SRa do not bind Gpp(NH)p in a
GNRP that induces GDP dissociation to produce thenonexchangeable manner prior to contact between the
empty site form as a transient intermediate (Figure 6B,SRP±RNC and the receptor, nor are they in a conforma-
[d]). Based, in part, upon the conserved mechanism fortion that precludes entry of GDP into the binding site.
ribonucleotide exchange, the ribosome and the Sec61
complex were proposed to act as GNRPs for SRP54
and SRa (Bacher et al., 1996). However, an essentialDiscussion
role for an extrinsic GNRP for members of the SRP family
of GTPases is not supported by the finding that theWe have explored the mechanism by which the SRa
and SRP54 GTPases cooperate to deliver the ribosome± SRP±SR complex and the homologous ffh±ftsY com-
plex, each formed using purified proteins, actively hy-nascent chain complex to a Sec61 translocation chan-
nel. Salient properties of the GTPase cycle of SRP54 drolyze GTP (Connolly and Gilmore, 1993; Miller et al.,
1994). Moreover, Powers and Walter (1995) have pro-and SRa that emerge from this analysis provide insight
into the targeting and nascent chain insertion phases posed that GTP binding to ffh and ftsY need not be
regulated by an intrinsic GNRP due to the low affinityof the protein translocation reaction. As discussed be-
low, the GTPase cycle of SRP54 and SRa (Figure 6A) has of ffh and ftsY for GDP.
Here, we have directly tested whether the analogyseveral features that are quite distinct from the reaction
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Figure 6. Model for the Ribosome Targeting
and Nascent Chain Insertion Phases of the
Translocation Reaction
(A) The GTPase cycle of SRP54 and SRa. The
empty site form of SRP54 (h) binds to the
signal sequence of the RNC (a), forming a
complex (b) that is then recognized by the
empty site form of SRa (c). SRP54 and SRa in
the SR±SRP±RNC complex (d) cooperatively
bind GTP (e). GTP binding to the SRP±SR
complex promotes signal sequence transfer
from SRP54 to Sec61a (f). GTP hydrolysis by
SRP54 and SRa permits dissociation of SRP
from SR (g). By virtue of their low affinity for
GDP, SRP54 and SRa return to their empty
site conformations (c and h). For simplicity,
neither the TRAM protein nor SRP subunits
other than SRP54 are shown.
(B) Model for the activation of typical
GTPases, adapted from Bourne et al. (1990).
between the translocation GTPases and the accepted N and G domains of ffh (Freymann et al., 1997) and ftsY
(Montoya et al., 1997) have now been elucidated andmodel for GTPase activation (Figure 6B) is appropriate
by asking if SRP54 and SRa are in an activated, GTP- provide an explanation for the surprising stability of the
empty site conformation for the SRP family of GTPases.bound conformation prior to contact between the SRP±
RNC and the SRP receptor.Despite an extended incuba- Most notably, several amino acid side chains in the GTP-
binding pocket that are predicted to contact the b andtion of theSRP±RNC complex and the membrane-bound
SRPreceptor with a saturating concentrationof Gpp(NH)p, g phosphates of GTP are instead sequestered in a net-
work of salt bridges and hydrogen bonds that servethe nucleotide binding status of SRP54 and SRa remains
unfixed until the SRP±RNC complex interacts with the to stabilize the empty site conformation. Our results
demonstrate that the empty site forms of SRP54 andSR. Upon SRP±RNC contact with SR, the commitment
of SRP54 and SRa to bind Gpp(NH)p in preference to SRa mediate the initial contact between the ribosome
and the RER membrane.GTP or GDP was determined exclusively by the pres-
ence or absence of the competing ribonucleotide (Figure While it is clear that SRP selects ribosomes bearing
RER signal sequences due to the signal sequence±5). These results are incompatible with stable Gpp(NH)p-
activated forms of SRa and SRP54, and hence, do not binding properties of the M domain of SRP54, it is not
certain how SR selects vacant Sec61 complexes. Al-support the two models for the GTPase cycle of the
SRP±SR complex that postulate GTP binding to SRP54 though Sec61a is 5- to 10-fold more abundant than SR
in microsomes (GoÈ rlich and Rapoport, 1993), an activeas a prerequisite for contact with the SR. Since XTP
alone is not sufficient to promote op156 integration into translocation channel appears to be comprised of oligo-
meric rings comprised of 3±4 Sec61 heterotrimers (Han-SRaD591N microsomes (Figure 1A), it is highly unlikely
that targeting of a GTP-loaded SRP±RNC to the SR ein et al., 1996), indicating that a single SR may serve
two or three translocation channels in native micro-serves merely to enhance the nucleotide binding affinity
of SRa. Instead, both SRP54 and SRa display the prop- somes. The Sec61 complex performs a dual function,
acting as the central core of the translocation channelerties of the empty site conformation (Figure 6A, [b] and
[c]) during the ribosome-targeting reaction as initially (GoÈ rlich et al., 1992) and as the ribosome receptor due
to the inherent high affinity between the ribosome andproposed for SRP54 (Miller et al., 1993). Althoughseveral
tenets of our model are in agreement with that proposed Sec61a at physiological ionic strength (Kd 5 5 nM (Kalies
et al., 1994)). To account for the efficient targeting ofby Miller et al. (1993), the data presented here reveal a
more central role for the SRa GTPase. the SRP±RNC complex to the RER, we propose that
signal sequence±dependent targeting of ribosomes toAlthough the transient nature of the empty site forms
of most GTPases has impeded an elucidation of their the endoplasmic reticulum involves two ribonucleopro-
tein receptor interactions (SRP±SR and the ribosome±structure, the structures of the empty site forms of the
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Sec61) acting in synergy to enhance the specificity and been able to experimentally uncouple GTP binding to
both SRP54 and SRa from signal sequence transfer tothe affinity of the targeting reaction (Figure 6A, [d]).
Sec61a, hence we propose that the GTP-bound tar-Attempts to estimate the binding affinity of purified
geting intermediate (Figure 6A, [e]) is transient. An at-SRP and SR for GTP by filtration methods were ineffec-
tractive hypothesis (Miller et al., 1993) suggests that thetive due to the rapid dissociation (t1/2 , 30 sec) of GTP
conformational change that occurs upon GTP binding(Connolly and Gilmore, 1993). Here, we were able to
to SRP54 directly triggers transfer of the signal se-determine the binding affinity of SRP54 and SRa for
quence from SRP54 to Sec61a (Figure 6A, [f]). SyntheticGTP in a protein translocation reaction due to the altered
signal sequences inhibit GTP photolabeling of purifiednucleotide specificity of SRaD591N. For both SRP54
SRP54 and GTP hydrolysis by the SRP±SR complexand SRa, the binding affinity for GTP was roughly 10-
(Miller et al., 1993). Signal sequence recognition by thefold higher than had been determined by GTP photola-
M domain of SRP54 is inhibited by alkylation of cysteinebeling of the purified proteins (Miller et al., 1993, 1995).
residues in the G domain (LuÈ tcke et al., 1992). Together,The enhanced stability of the GTP-bound conformation
these observations suggest bidirectional allosteric com-of SRP54 in the SRP±SR complex confirms the previous
munication between the G and M domains of SRP54,demonstration that SR stimulates Gpp(NH)p binding to
consistent with the conformational change that is likelySRP54 (Miller et al., 1993). Our results demonstrate that
to occur upon GTP binding. Thus, current evidence sug-SRP54 stimulates GTP binding to SRa. To account for
gests that the primary role of the GTP-binding site inthe enhanced affinity of the SRP±SR complex for GTP,
SRP54 is to regulate the affinity of the M domain for thewe propose that members of the SRP family of GTPases
signal sequence. We propose that the requirement fordo not readily undergo the conformational change re-
cooperative binding of GTP to the SRP±SR complexquired for stable GTP binding in isolation, but instead
prevents premature dissociation of SRP54 from the sig-bind GTP in a highly cooperative manner upon formation
nal sequence in the cytosol.of a GTPase heterodimer consisting of SRP54 and SRa
In the GTPase superfamily, GTP binding results in the(or ffh and ftsY). This cooperative GTP-binding mecha-
activation of the protein (Figure 6B, [a]). The hydrolysis
nism may link the commitment to bind GTP to the suc-
reaction that converts this GTP-bound form into an inac-
cessful recruitment of the RNC by SRP54 and the Sec61
tive GDP-bound conformation (Figure 6B, [c]) is regu-
complex by the SR. By analogy to other GTPases
lated by extrinsic or intrinsic GAPs (Figure 6B, [b]) that
(Bourne et al., 1991), the effector binding subdomain of interact with the G-II and G-III motifs of the binding
ffh is the likely site of contact for ftsY (Freymann et al., pocket (Bourne et al., 1990, 1991). GNRPs mediate the
1997), while the homologous I box domain in ftsY is a exchange of bound GDP for GTP (Figure 6B, [d]), com-
good candidate for interaction with ffh (Montoya et al., pleting the GTPase cycle. In this model, the empty site
1997). The location of the dimerization interface between form of the GTPase (Figure 6B, [d]) is transient and
interacting members of the SRP family of GTPases will therefore poorly described. In contrast, the empty site
remain speculative until the structure of a Gpp(NH)p- forms of SRP54 and SRa appear to play a central role in
stabilized ffh±ftsY complex has been elucidated. mediating protein translocation (Figure 6A) and suggest
that a novel mechanism is employed by this subfamily
of GTPases. Furthermore, unlike the a subunits of the
Distinct Roles for the GTP-Bound Forms G protein subfamily (Markby et al., 1993), the SRP family
of SRa and SRP54 of GTPases lack an internal GAP in the G domain and
The results reported here demonstrate that both SRP54 therefore hydrolyze GTP at low or undetectable rates
and SRa must bind GTP to permit signal sequence trans- when assayed separately (Connolly and Gilmore, 1993;
fer from SRP54 to Sec61a. In the GTPase superfamily, Miller et al., 1993, 1994). Experiments utilizing an XTP-
GTP binding triggers a conformational switch that alters specific mutant of ftsY demonstrated that the GTP hy-
the protein's affinity for effectors (Bourne et al., 1990). drolysis cycle of the ffh±ftsY complex is instead regu-
The conformational change that occurs upon GTP bind- lated by intrinsic GAP activities that act in a reciprocal
ing to SRP54 and SRa stabilizes the SRP±SR complex manner to stimulate hydrolysis (Powers and Walter,
as reported previously (Rapiejko and Gilmore, 1992; 1995). Given that SRP±SR complex formation links the
Bacher et al., 1996). The SRaD591N mutant provided a GTPase domains of SRP54 and SRa with the GAP activi-
means to address the relative contributions of SRa and ties that stimulate hydrolysis, we speculate that signal
SRP54 to the stability of the SRP±SR complex. An unan- sequence transfer from the M domain of SRP54 to the
ticipated finding to emerge from this analysis was that Sec61 complex activates the reciprocal GAPs. Both
SRP54 and SRa must hydrolyze GTP prior to dissocia-the GTP-bound forms of SRP54 and SRa do not appear
tion of SRP from the SR (Figure 6A, g and g9). Signaltocontribute equally tostabilization of the SRP±SR com-
sequence recognition (Figure 6A, [a] and [b]) may accel-plex. We propose that SRa performs a predominant role
erate GDP dissociation from SRP54 (Miller et al., 1993);in SRP±SR complex stabilization, since complexes of
however, due to the low affinity of SRP54 and SRa forintermediate stability were recovered in the presence of
GDP, these proteins likely return to their empty site con-Xpp(NH)p alone.
formations without the assistance of GNRPs.GTP binding to SRP54 and SRa is accompanied by
dissociation of SRP from the signal sequence (Connolly
Experimental Proceduresand Gilmore,1989) and transfer of the nascent chain into
the Sec61 complex (High et al., 1991). Signal sequence Construction of SRaD591N
transfer from SRP54 to Sec61a does not occur if either A 192 bp fragment of SRa was generated by PCR using the primers
59 CCTTACCAAATTTAATACCATTG 39 and 59 GCGAATTCTTACTTGSRP54 or SRa fail to bind GTP. However, we have not
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TCATCGTCGTCCTTGTAATCAGCCTTCATGAGGGC 39. The under- SRP±SR Complex Formation Assay
Free NTPs were removed from 35S-methionine-labeled SRawt orlined adenosine in the sense primer introduces the D591N mutation.
Amplification of pG4a (Rapiejko and Gilmore, 1992) with VentR DNA SRaD591N microsomes by chromatography on a 1 ml Sepharose
CL-2B column equilibrated in buffer A containing 50 mM KOAc.polymerase (New England Biolabs) utilized standard PCR condi-
tions. Digestion of the PCR product with ApoI and BstXI yielded a Aliquots (60 ml) containing approximately 13 eq of SRawt or
SRaD591N microsomes were incubated for 20 min at 258C with 3.6125 bp fragment that was ligated to a 658 bp BstXI±ApoI fragment of
pG4a and a 4471 bp BstXI fragment of pG4a to obtain pG4aD591N. pmol of SRP, adjusted to 300 mM KOAc, and solubilized for sucrose
density gradient centrifugation as described previously (Rapiejko
and Gilmore, 1992). The gradient fractions were precipitated withCell-Free Transcription
10% TCA and resolved by SDS±PAGE. Radioactive bands corre-Full-length mRNAs encoding SRa or SRa mutants and truncated
sponding to SRa were quantified with a PhosphorImager. The per-mRNAs encoding N-terminal peptides consisting of 156 residues of
centage of SRP±SR complex was calculated using the formula: 100opsin (op156) (Rapiejko and Gilmore, 1992), 86 residues of prepro-
3 (% SRa in fractions 8±12)/[(% SRa in fractions 1±5) 1 (% SRa inlactin (pPL86) (Connolly and Gilmore, 1986), or 64 residues of VSV
fractions 8±12)], after subtracting as background the percentage ofG protein (pG64) (Connolly and Gilmore, 1989) were isolated from
SRa that was recovered in fractions 8±12 in the absence of ribonu-preparative scale transcriptions as described previously (Rapiejko
cleotides.and Gilmore, 1994).
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